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Executive Summary
As organizations continue to invest IT resources in customer-facing activities such as marketing, sales and
service, central IT organizations will continue to play a critical role in the success of related technology
initiatives.
This paper provides CIOs and Enterprise/Business
Architects with a high-level, architectural view to
the “customer engagement lifecycle” (CEL)
space, loosely defined as “the business functions,
operational capabilities and technologies used to
manage “lead-to-revenue management” (L2RM)
processes across various stages of the buyer
journey, whether B2B or B2C”, roughly pictured
in the figure to the right, from Forrester1.
This paper also presents reference models and
other tools to help architects rationalize the
broader CEL domain and develop strategies
across its various functions.
This includes the presentation/discussion of high-level models of possible use to the architect function in
the following areas (as related to the CEL): business capabilities, operational capabilities, processes, and
maturity.

1

Forrester’s L2RM Model, from: http://www.eloqua.com/content/dam/eloqua/Downloads/whitepapers/ForresterWave-L2R-Platform-Vendors-Q1-2014.pdf
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Introduction
Marketing, sales and service organizations that collectively
manage the “customer engagement lifecycle" (CEL) are rapidly
evolving in response to significant changes in the following areas:




The B2C and B2B marketplace and customer base
Digital technologies like marketing automation, SFA and
customer service management (including those from
cloud- providers)
Supporting organizational services and capabilities
(including those provided by IT)

Naturally, this has resulted in increased investments in digital
marketing (and other CRM capabilities) that are required for most
modern forms of marketing, sales and service management and
automation.

The role of IT in enabling the CEL
Given the rise in prominence of digital marketing and other CELrelated functions, some have predicted a shift in the center of
gravity of IT spend (and ownership) from the CIOs office to the
CMO office by 2017 (see recent article published by IASA titled
"Enabling the Rise of the CMT – Introducing the Digital Marketing
Reference Model").
Focusing in on the digital marketing part of this equation, while
some marketing organizations may wish to take central IT out of
the picture and own/manage their technology base - clouddelivered or otherwise - recent studies from the Corporate
Executive Board (CEB)2 (see sidebar) and others provide evidence
that this “shift in IT ownership” from the CIO to the CMO has been
overstated. In fact, given the mass scale digitization of the
marketing and CRM functions, CIOs are becoming even more
critical to these functions than ever before, just in different ways
than previously thought.

Re-focusing IT to
Enable the CMO
In summary, a CEB study
involving CIOs and marketing
executives from over 100
organizations worldwide found
that as opposed to passing the
IT burden to the CMOs office, IT
needs to shift its focus a bit and
step up support/enablement of
marketer-led
“experimentation”, applying
more flexible governance, risk
management and support
services (e.g. by providing
“Marketing Technology as a
Service”).
Another big opportunity area
for IT in this realm is data
management, integration,
security, and analytics.
These focus areas are all
increasingly vital in an era when
disparate, cloud-provided
services (and data stores) are
the norm (and Big Data goes
mainstream).

The role of architecture in enabling the CEL
With all these changes and data/integration/security needs, architect functions (like Business and
Enterprise Architecture) may be called on to develop and deliver techniques to assess, rationalize, provide
strategies for, and support the evolving needs of the customer-facing parts of their organizations. This
requires a baseline understanding of: (a) the marketing/sales/service ecosystem; (b) the basics of how
value is created along the way (pursuant to business alignment); and finally, (c) tools to develop strategies.
This means that better views to CEL-related business and operational capabilities are needed, as well as
deeper level process and maturity models.
2

CEB CIO Leadership Council – “Accelerating Digital Marketing - Tactics to Turn Shadow IT into Marketing
Innovation” (2013) (available by subscription only)
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To help you get started, this article first provides some background on the customer engagement space and
then provides a few reference models, key assessment questions and metrics critical to
architecture/strategy development in this area.
We then conclude with a section on the development of strategies to progress maturity levels across the
relevant functions.

Background - The "Lead-to-Revenue Management" (L2RM) Vision
In theory, the vision of "Lead to Revenue Management" (L2RM3) is for an organization to have a holistic,
customer-centric, integrated view across their marketing, sales and customer service/support functions
such as those shown in the figure below.
Customer Lifecycle Management4

Ideally, a functioning L2RM program would provide an integrated view to all aspects of the prospecting and
customer engagement experience, as well as organizational support functions and digital marketing
processes/toolsets like "inbound marketing", "marketing automation", and later in the sales cycle, SFA and
customer service management

Challenges
Achieving this ideal is obviously not easy for a number of reasons, as listed below:
 The domains of digital marketing, SFA/CRM and customer service are becoming more complex and
harder for anyone to develop a complete understanding of.
 Delivery functions that own various capabilities are often disjointed and running lean.
3

refer to http://www.eloqua.com/content/dam/eloqua/Downloads/whitepapers/Forrester-Wave-L2R-PlatformVendors-Q1-2014.pdf
4
Source: http://www.pitneybowes.com/us/customer-engagement-software/customer-lifecycle-management.html
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Constant technological advances and an explosion of vendors and products introduce new
capabilities, complexity and often confusion.
Disparate cloud-based solutions - often procured and managed by a business unit - can result in
isolated data sources and further integration challenges.
Performance management across organizational functions, processes, and data sources can be
problematic, making alignment between functions and with business objectives a challenge.

(Note: the impact of these challenges will obviously vary depending on industry, size of company and other
factors.)

Key Questions






Assuming these challenges apply to you and you're interested in progressing your organization's
maturity in these areas, how do you start working towards the vision of L2RM?
How do you develop a holistic, strategic view of your L2RM domain, which you've likely invested in
significantly in terms of organizational capabilities, processes and enabling technologies?
How do your current investments in this area align to your overall business imperatives, and which
metrics and analytic/reporting capabilities are required for improvements in performance
management?
What needs do you have in terms of data quality, integration and performance management
functions that are required to optimize your L2RM function?
Where does your organization stand relative to established states of maturity across various L2RM
functions, and what is your strategy for advancing forward?

Obviously that's a lot of questions to which there are no simple answers. As further investments flow to the
marketing function, however (see recent article published by IASA titled "Enabling the Rise of the CMT –
Introducing the Digital Marketing Reference Model"), calls to rationalize this domain through the
development of a more strategic approach will become commonplace. So how do you start? While I can't
claim to have all the answers, here we present a high level framework to seed this conversation in your
organization, which follows the 3 step process listed here and is expanded on below:
1.
2.
3.

Business objectives and capability assessment
Operational assessment and process benchmarking
Strategic planning

Step 1: Business objectives and capability assessment
Business Objectives and Metrics
Overall business objectives, goals and metrics that can be impacted by the L2RM function should be familiar
to marketing practitioners but are important to mention for alignment of underlying marketing, sales and
service function performance, which we'll cover in the next section. While not intended to be complete list,
a sampling of typical, high level business metrics relevant to the L2RM function are listed below for
reference.





Revenue growth
Market share
Return on marketing spend (ROM)
Brand awareness/equity
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PR Score
Customer satisfaction
Customer retention
Customer growth (from existing)
Customer acquisition (net new)
Customer conversion (marketing -> sales)

Obviously, each organization will have their own set of objectives, metrics, benchmarks and targets that
marketing, sales and service leads need to track against.

Key Questions
A sampling of key questions to help assess where you are with respect to these metrics is provided below:
 In terms of what can be achieved with marketing automation and overall improvements in L2RM
(including SFA and service management), what are the short-term goals? Long term goals?
 How are we measuring and evaluating our marketing success?
 What KPIs do we use to determine if our revenue processes are on track?
 What are our historical, current and projected figures for the metrics listed above?
 How is measurement fed back into the overall strategy and execution plans?
 How do we adjust our goals based on business priorities, changing market conditions and
performance history/realities?

Business Capability and Strategies Assessment
Business capability/entity modeling is a tool typically used by a business/enterprise architect (or strategist)
when looking across a part of the business that encompasses many underlying business functions. This sort
of tool helps answer questions like: "where do we have problems that we should be focusing on?", “which
problem areas are the most acute?” and “which problems have the highest business impact?”.
An example capability model for a typical marketing function is provided below for reference. This could be
heat-mapped to identify areas requiring further attention during strategic planning.
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While this may serve as a high level gap analysis tool in any strategic planning exercise (sometimes used in
conjunction with maturity models), this typically needs to be complemented by deeper exploration of
operational processes to be effective (see next section).

Key Questions
A sampling of key questions to help assess where you are with respect to overall L2RM capabilities,
especially in the realm of digital marketing, is provided below.









Do we have a digital marketing strategy? Is it integrated with our sales and service strategies?
What does our L2RM high level capability model look like? How does it vary from the diagram
above?
Which of the elements listed in the above model are performing well? Which are most important?
Where do we have gaps?
Who in our company is using (or would use) marketing automation? Who has ownership?
What are the marketing strategies that we currently use (email marketing, paid search, webinars,
live events, etc.)?
Do we have the right skills, staff, culture, etc. to make needed improvements?
What techniques are being used to expand brand awareness and positive PR, and how are we
incorporating modern techniques like social listening and proactive customer engagement to
understand and take action within our customer base?
What is our IT support model? Is it working? How does central (vs. shadow) IT support our various
L2RM functions? Is this changing?

Step 2: Operational assessment and process benchmarking
Operational assessment
In the world of L2RM, in which the overall business capability model clearly includes a wide range of
elements (as shown in the previous section for the digital marketing sub-domain), the relevant underlying
functions are difficult to cover in a concise fashion. That being said, it's helpful to have at least some form
of agreement on a classification taxonomy (or reference model) that defines the underlying functions
involved in the overall L2RM lifecycle.
While they each take a different approach to rationalizing the L2RM/CEL operational/functional domains,
this section presents the following four alternative forms that may be usable in your assessment efforts:





Infographic Model (source: SAS)
Infographic Network Model (source: Gartner)
Digital Marketing Capability Reference Model, By Function (source: IASA)
Digital Marketing Capability Model and Roadmap (source: CEB)

Infographic Model - Basic Functions
SAS, a leading digital marketing automation provider, produced the following infographic to represent the
various functions involved in modern digital marketing5:

5

Source: http://www.sas.com/content/dam/SAS/en_us/doc/whitepaper1/power-modern-digital-marketingautomation-104725.pdf
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This could also be used as a high level tool to determine which areas require attention moving forward.

Infographic - Network Model
Gartner created an interesting interactive infographic6 that provides a big picture "network" view (and subviews if you click on the colored "track" blocks above the diagram in the online form) of the digital
marketing space, including the entities and actions involved in a variety of digital marketing functions (see
page cited in the footnotes for more information).

6

Source: http://www.gartner.com/technology/research/digital-marketing/transit-map.jsp
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Digital Marketing Capability Reference Model
A capability model format (again, mostly confined to digital marketing) could be heat-mapped to determine
needed performance improvements in select areas, as shown in the following "Digital Marketing Capability
Reference Model", excerpted from the previously referenced "Enabling the Rise of the CMT – Introducing
the Digital Marketing Reference Model“, recently published by IASA.

Key Questions
A sampling of key questions to help assess where you are with respect to deeper level L2RM operational
capabilities, especially in the realm of digital marketing and CRM integration, is provided below.
9|Page
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Which of the elements listed in the above model are performing well? Which are most important?
Where do we have gaps?
What does our operational capability model look like? Do we have one?
For lead generation, how are we leveraging online advertising? Email marketing? Social
media? Content marketing? Web content optimization? Event marketing?
Are we doing market/audience segmentation?
Are we using marketing automation tools to manage campaigns across all of the above?
Do we generate enough leads from marketing?
Does our web solution provide progressive, personalized content and track online activities for
individual prospects and support triggered responses/workflow?
How do we manage and nurture leads?
Do we do lead/behavioral scoring?
Does our sales team do lead prioritization? How do we define a sales-ready lead?
What's the level of adoption of our CRM/SFA system? Is it integrated with our marketing and
service automation capabilities (as applicable)?
What sort of analytic tools are used across the digital marketing domain? Are they integrated? How
do they relate to performance management?
How are we managing data cross multiple capability and application silos?
Do we have dirty data full of duplicates and/or bad records?
Do we have efforts underway to rationalize our data across silos?
Are we communicating cross-sell/up-sell/re-sell offers to our existing customer base?
What systems are we using for service management?
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Digital Marketing Capability Model and Roadmap
To round things out on the capability assessment front, a view to digital marketing capabilities from the
research/advisory firm “Corporate Executive Board” (CEB) is provided in the screenshots on the following
pages7. This is based on a benchmarking study of 100 organizations worldwide across the 96 digital
marketing capabilities, listed in the following figure.

Broken out by focus these capabilities are mapped to the following two infographics specific to B2C and
B2B, respectively, which show benchmark data arranged by alignment to objectives, timeline and value.
Key:

7

Digital Marketing Capabilities Roadmaps, 2013–2016 (http://www.executiveboard.com/exbd/informationtechnology/cio/digital-marketing/index.page?cid=701800000018uf6)
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B2C Capability Roadmap Model
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B2B Capability Roadmap Model

While perhaps difficult to parse out and ultimately use, the temporal element of the CEB capability
roadmap models may be useful in assessment work, the development of your own maturity models, and
ultimately, strategy. The differences in the B2C and B2B roadmaps are also worth noting, with B2C
functions being quite further along in terms of capability progression, as further expanded upon in the
referenced content (http://www.executiveboard.com/exbd/information-technology/cio/digitalmarketing/index.page?cid=701800000018uf6).

Process Benchmarking
L2RM Process Reference Models
Similar to the difficulties finding/developing an operational (or capability) view to the broad L2RM space
(see previous sections), finding and/or developing a useful "Process" view is similarly difficult. This is due to
extremely non-linear process complexity, the number of capabilities and functions/roles involved (see
reference models in previous sections), and the rapidly evolving and increasingly complex domain of digital
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marketing (along with the blurred lines between marketing, sales and service functions). The process view
also expands on the dimensions of "who" and "when", which further complicates the visualization of it.
For this reason, most graphical treatments of L2RM processes that you'll see are either too specific for our
purposes (e.g. limited to a given vendor’s capability set), way too simple, or way too confusing for the
average practitioner to utilize. For this reason, about 2/3 of organizations currently lack any formal,
systemic documentation across this spectrum of capability (L2RM/CEL) at the process level.
That being said, it may be helpful to show at least a few reference interpretations of the basic steps and
roles involved within the L2RM lifecycle. To get us started, three relatively simple views to the L2RM world
are shown below, the first from Act-On, the second from Forrester, and the third from Pitney Bowes. These
represent a sampling of generally accepted views of the L2RM process, upon which we'll adapt our own
model and tie key performance metrics into in the next section.
Act-On Model8

8

Source: Act-on metrics paper - http://mktg.act-on.com/acton/attachment/248/f-0330/1/-/-/-//Lead%20Lifecycle%20Analytics%20Deep%20Dive.pdf
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Forrester L2R Model9

Customer Lifecycle Management10

9

Source: http://www.eloqua.com/content/dam/eloqua/Downloads/whitepapers/Forrester-Wave-L2R-PlatformVendors-Q1-2014.pdf (Previously referenced in the Executive Summary)
10
Source: http://www.pitneybowes.com/us/customer-engagement-software/customer-lifecycle-management.html
(Previously referenced in the Background section)
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Key Questions
A sampling of key questions to help assess where you are with respect to L2RM processes, especially in the
realm of digital marketing, is provided below.
 What does our end-to-end L2RM process look like? Do we have a picture of what this looks like (i.e.
a holistic process model)
 What is the level of integration between our L2RM processes?
 Do we need to modify our end-to-end business revenue processes and/or improve marketing/sales
alignment?
 Do our demand generation and lead lifecycle processes align to today's modern buyer?
 How do we handle marketing-to-sales lead handoff?

Process Metrics within a CEL Performance Model
On top of the high level business metrics discussed in a previous section (revenue, ROM, etc.), metrics
should be defined along the entire L2RM lifecycle/process in relationship to each stage with the goal of
providing visibility and accountability.
These metrics range from those isolated within a channel (e.g. open rates, click-through rates, page views,
downloads, "likes", etc.) to more macro indicators of performance as leads enter and advance through the
marketing and sales funnels (e.g. conversion ratio of qualified leads from marketing to sales). Top
performers may indeed use a dozen or more metrics to keep tabs on the lead lifecycle.
For reference, Act-on's "Gleanster Lead Lifecycle Analytics Dashboard"11 includes performance benchmark
data from Top Performers and provides a good starter set of metrics commonly used by leading
organizations today.
Expanding on this further, the "Customer Experience Performance Model" shown below adapts four
categories of metrics from the Gleanster reference as follows (see the highlighted row titled "Stage
Metrics" in the table):
 Marketing success
 Marketing and sales alignment
 Sales success
 Customer engagement

11

Source: http://mktg.act-on.com/acton/attachment/248/f-0330/1/-/-/-//Lead%20Lifecycle%20Analytics%20Deep%20Dive.pdf?namesource=Website&channel=Website
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Key Questions
A sampling of key questions to help assess where you are with respect to L2RM process metrics is provided
below.
 What key metrics do we report on a weekly, monthly, and quarterly basis?
 Do we use the four categories of metrics (and individual metrics) provided in the "Customer
Experience Performance Model" table, above?
 What additional KPIs are used?
 Are the L2RM process metrics aligned with the higher level business metrics listed previously?
 How does each operational unit involved in the L2RM process track and report its value to the
organization?
 How do we measure campaign ROI?
 How are we monitoring/measuring lead/demand generation (and revenue contribution) based on
social outreach techniques?
 Are we integrating performance measurement between digital and traditional channels?
 How is measurement fed back into the overall strategy and execution plans?
 What ratio of sales engagements currently result in a closed deal? What steps can we take towards
better qualifying leads and improving this ratio?
 What is our level of customer cross-sell/up-sell?
 How are we tracking customer satisfaction?
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Step 3 - Strategic Planning, Re-Visited
As mentioned previously, solid strategic planning is critical for the success of digital marketing and L2RM, as
with other digital domains. While comprehensive coverage of strategic planning is beyond the scope of this
article, the following "10 Step Strategic Planning Model" and a few ideas on maturity modeling are provided
below to help get you started.

10 Step Strategic Planning Model
A generic 10 Step Strategic Planning Model is provided below for reference. This is adapted from a blog
(and paper) on the topic of strategy development from March 2014 (blog reference: What’s Your Altitude?
Navigating the 5 Levels of Strategy).

This generic model could easily be applied to the L2RM/digital marketing domain working in conjunction
with the various assessment models provided in the previous sections, which may help with the
"Envisioning (& Discovery)" phase of the strategic planning work (items #1-5 in the above diagram).

Maturity Modeling
Another complementary technique useful in strategy development - especially as it relates to the
“Envisioning and Discovery” phase - involves the use of “maturity” or “progression” models. While we could
easily re-create the wheel here, a number of other organizations working in this space have developed
reference-able maturity models that provide a good starting point. In the case of digital marketing,
examples include:



Gartner’s maturity assessment for marketing: https://www.gartner.com/doc/2324516
(membership required); and referenced here: http://www.cmo.com.au/blog/moderncmo/2013/04/21/marketing-maturity-where-do-you-rank/
Adobe’s maturity assessment toolset: http://blogs.adobe.com/digitalmarketing/digitalmarketing/whats-score-assessing-digital-marketing-maturity/
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Online-behavior.com’s “Conversion Rate Optimization Maturity Model”: http://onlinebehavior.com/analytics/conversion-optimization-model
Sitecore’s customer experience maturity model:
http://mediacontent.sitecore.net/webinars/CX_Maturity_Model_NA/CX_Maturity_Model.pdf

And finally, tools from organizations like “Demand Metric”, including spreadsheet assessment tools
(http://blog.demandmetric.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/08/Demand-Metric-World-ClassMarketing-Assessment.xls) and maturity models.

To further illustrate this technique, Demand Metric’s Digital
Marketing Maturity Model12 is pictured in thumbnail form to
the right and in full scale on the following page for reference,
annotated with current-to-future state paths for fictitious,
example scenario.
This kind of model can be very useful for developing,
communicating and getting consensus on high level direction
with various stakeholders in the organization as part of your
strategic development efforts.

Conclusion
Like their CIO partners, CMOs, CMTs and CSOs need tools to help make sense of the increasingly broad,
deep and complex space of L2RM and digital marketing. To help you get started, this article provided some
background on the broader opportunity space and then provided reference models at the business,
operational and process levels, including suggested metrics, key assessment questions and maturity models
to aid in your strategy development.
While we can't claim to have all the answers to this increasingly complex space, hopefully this helps you get
started in your journey towards realizing the vision of "Lead to Revenue Management" (L2RM) and leading
this conversation in your organization.
Please contact the author, Todd Ray, if you have questions (toddray@alumni.stanford.edu)

12

Available from Demand Metric site as well as Slideshare: http://www.slideshare.net/demandmetric/digitalmarketing-maturity-model
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